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ROOSEVELT MAY
NAMED BY REPUBLICANS
Chicago, June 17. Down to business at last, the Republican national
convention entered upon its second
day with several important factors
unsettled, and with trouble enough in
.Bight to make it practically certain
that at least two days more must be
consumed before the nominations can
be made and the work of the convention completed. In view of the important matters before various committees. It was assumed that today's session of the convention would be comparatively perfunctory so far as the
main purpose of nominations is concerned. Features of the day are represented by the parade of marching
clubs, reports of committees and the
speech of Senator Lodge as permanent chairman of the convention.
Half an hour before the convention
opening was scheduled there were only a few hundred spectators In the
galleries. A parade of many state delegations preceded the assembling of
the convention, and streets leading
from the down town hotels were
thronged with people. By. 12 o'clock
the delegates were pouring' through
the doors, and the halls were soon
filled, too well filled, and a passage
way had to be cleared of people who
are not entitled to seats. The Ohio
delegation marched In today provided
with red felt pennants attached to
canes and bearing the likeness of
Tart, with "Our Candidate" underneath. They set the flags waving at
ever opportunity and their section
was a bright spot of color In the rather somber background of the main

committee would be ready to report
rwithta an hour. Mayor Bookwalter, of
Indianapolis, one of the leaders, of
the "allies," he said, had already authorized the statement that there would
be no minority report of the committed. While waiting'there was a parade
of marching clubs through the hall.
There was the greatest enthusiasm
as band after band followed by march
ing clubs came through the doors.
The (backers of the different candidates had a chance to cheer as the
banners of their special champions
appeared on the floor the scene was
by far the liveliest of the convention
so far, and put the audience and delegates in a good humor for the afternoon session. The demonstrations of
the marching clubs lasted until 1:1
when the convention resumed some
serious (work.
Credentials Report.
At 1:15 Senator Fullon, chairman
of the committee on credentials presented the report and permanent roll
call of the convention. It was adopted
in quick order with only a few dissenting. In Fullon's report it is recommended that all delegates on temporary roll are elected to their seats.
In addition, he said. "The committee

has seated all the contesting - delegates from . New Mexico with
vote each."
Lodge Permanent Chairman.
The report of the committee on
permanent organization was then presented and adopted unanimously, and
the announcement of Senator Lodge
as permanent chairman was received
floor.
with applause. Lodge was introduced
There were many vacant seats in at 1:25 and began fats speech. At the
the galleries when Temporary Chair- mention of Roosevelt's name the firflst
man Burrows called the convention real demonstration of the convention
to order and introduced Rev. W. C. broke loose. Although the speaker triWaters, who offered the invocation. ed several times to curb it, the demHarry Daugherty. of Ohio, from the onstration lasted 45 minutes before a
committee on credentials said the semblance of order was restored. Mr.
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Lodge was apparently pleased by the Mayor Bookwalter that the minority tion providing for a reduction of Re- demonstration, and turning to friends report will be signed by fully half a puiblican delegates in the ratio of Re
on the platform he said: "They said dozen members of the committee.
publican votes to national conventions
' Principal Bone of Contention.
there was no Roosevelt feeling in
Why Minority ae It Up.
The real questions of the convenMayor Bookwalter, who led, the mi
this convention, but this will show
them there is." Mr. Lodge tried sev tion immediately at issue are being nority against the report on creden
eral times" to resume speaking and threshed out in the committee on res tials says as to the reasons for aban
Anally succeeded, although the con- olutions and the committee on creden doning the fight: "We did not desire
vention was far from quiet. He con tials. The proposed plank in the plat- to oe memerly captious. Only three
eluded his address at 2:49. (This ad form relating to limitation of the use members of the committee were will
dress in full will ibe found on the last of injunctions in labor controversies ing to sign the minority report and
page of the Daily Record. Ed.)
is the principal bone of contention fight it out. Knowing that we can get
The committee on platform referred at the same questions involved when
Demonstration for Roosevelt.
and the convention later considers the
When Mr. Lodge said President the question to a
late last night ad Burke resolution to reduce the repre
Roosevelt was the most abused, yet the
the most popular man in the United journed until morning. At that .time sentation in the states :of the South
States today, the most enthusiastic the surface indications pointed to a where federal office holders control
demonstration thus far seen in the long and bitter - struggle. Late last the results and throttle opposition,
night, however, it became known that we decided to let the matter so for
convention occurred.
j
Hall, 2:17 p. m. The a compromise was likely, that efforts the present."
Convention
Cummins or Fairbanks.
Roosevelt demonstration continues un to get together on the injunction
or
Chicago, June 17. "Cummins
abated, having lasted 23 minutes. The plank were likely to be successful.
whole hall has broken Into monoto sucn a compromise would remove a Fairbanks." Such declared the Cum
nous repetition of the phrase "Four fight which if carried to the floor of mins men this morning was the questhe convention would precipitate a tion. And they added that Fairbanks
years more."
2:22 p. m. Cecil, of Texas, from struggle the final outcome of which would .not, take .the nomination if offered him, and that if he took it the
the platform in encouraging his dele is difficult to fouecast.
administration would not accept him.
gation to continue its demonstration.
Labor Given a Hearing.
Senator Lodge is making an effort to When the
of 13 of The supporters of iFairbaaks did not
quiet the assembly and is rapping for the resolutions committee began bus for a moment accept this analysis of
order, Ibut the noise only breaks out iness at ten o'clock this morning the the situation, but contended that the
more violently.
doors of their assembly room were supporters of Taft would be only too
2:27 p. m. Some one threw a big thrown open temporarily for the pur- glad to welcome the
Teddy Bear among the press seats, pose of granting 20 minutes hearing of the Vice President. They also urgand the scene became wild with en to representatives of the . American ed that under such pressure as is
thusiasm. The bear is now being toss- Federation of Labor and those of the likely to be brought to bear Fairbanks
ed among the delegates, causing an Illinois Manufacturers' Association. will not be able to refuse to permit
"
, .
Increase of ardor in their cries.
President Samuel Gompers and Vice the use of his name.
supporters
The
of Curamins are in
2:32 p. m. The Teddy bear inci Presidents Keefe and Duncan appear
dent was created by Miss Maude ed for the Federation, and Gompers creasing in number, and they began
Neale, of Chicago, who brought the suggested the following plank in the today with an earnest ffort to ob
bear on the floor. Chanting "four platform, saying it contained the Fed- tain support of the full Iowa delegation for their man. Some are firm in
years more" goes on, aDd though the eration's views:
people
situation has now contiuued 33 min
PHILANDER
C. KNOX OF PENNSYLVANIA.
The Republican party is in accord opposition, but the Cummins
r
utes it shows no aibatement.
with the great emancipator Abraham are not without hope.
Minority Report Defeated.
MISS M'CONNELL BRIDE
235 p. m Most of the delegates Lincoln when he declared that labor
tion and many accomplishments, and
The minority s report on rules and
OF DR. GEORGE A. LI PP. Dr. Lipp is truly to be congratulated.
and alternates ' are again in their is prior to aad independent of capiWith a simple service and a quiet The groom came here two years ago
seats, but the galleries are just as tal. Capital is only the fruit of labor, order of business brought in by Burk
was discussed by home wedding, Miss Alma O. McCon-nel- l from Youngtown, Ohio, and is an indemonstrative as ever.
and could never have existed if labor of Pennsylvania,
last night became the bride of spector for the United States Bureau
2:38 p. m. Lodge is making a had not existed first. Labor is supe- several speakers, and was defeated
strenuous effort to put an end to the rior to capital and deserves more con- by vote of 411 to 506. The majority Dr. George A. Lipp. The affair was of Animal Industry. He has made mademonstration
and continue his sideration. Through his wise and hu- report was then adopted vive voce. held at the home of the bride's moth ny friends since his coming to Rosspeech, but the rap of the gavel is mane policy the shackles were strick At five o'clock the convention recessed er, Mrs. M. Z. McConnell, of North well.
Kentucky avenue. It was attended by
drowned by the cheering.
en from 4,000,000 chattel slaves. The until 10 a. m. tomorrow.'
the immediate relatives and a few
5:41 p. m. Senator Lodge is go Republican party has been the staunch
Now is the season for lawn
close friends. Dr. Charles E. Lukens
ing ahead with his address, but the defender of property and property
parties. If In need of electric
DR. HUNSBERGER,
was
the officiating minister.
noise still almost drowns his voice. rights, yet holds and declares that
lighting, don't forget that Gun-eu- I
Specialist In Fitting' Glasses.
2:44 p. m. The convention hall is personal rights and human labor must
For the occasion the McConnell
has the only outfit for this 9
Have your headache relievcomparatively quiet. The full force of necessity be entitled to the first
home was tastefully decorated in the
work in the Pecos Valley.
ed and glasses fitted' TODAY.
of the demonstration lasted 45 min- and highest consideration. Recognizflowers of the season, the color scheme
Scientific dark room examina- utes.
being green and white. In the parlor
ing the conditions arising from the
tion free.
SENATOR BAILEY'S
atSenator Lodge said that any one marvelous industrial development of
the
decorations were especially
ZINK'S JEWELRY STORE.
CONDITION FAVORABLE.
who attempted to use the President's our people and our nation, we realize
day
for
beautiful
tractive
and
a
this
& & & & &
York,
June 17. Senator JosNew
name as a candidate was no friend the fact that the wheels of industry
peas
altar of white sweet
and their
Bailey,
eph
W.
of Texas, who is reof Mr. Roosevelt, and the cheering and of the commerce of our time, re- SPECIAL CAR TO TH
green foliage was erected at the place
broke out again, but the seriousness quire new laws and new conceptions
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION where the ceremony was to be said. covering from a serious operation on
K. K. Scott is in chargt of the work At nine o'clock, Miss Viola McConnell, his throat, was reported by his phyof .the statement soon brought quiet of law, and that laws must be enactcontinuing to imto the hall.
ed to conform to modern industry and of getting up a special Millman sleep sister of the bride, took her place at sicians today as
prove.
he will be able
thought
is
It
ing
Talley
car
to
for
Pecos
the
the
commerce and the advancement of
the piano and played Mendelssohn's
All Contests Decided for Taft.
National Democratic
at march, to the rythm of which the bri to leave his bed in a few dayB.
convention
It was after four o'clock this morn freedom along this line.
ing when the committee on creden
We therefore pledge the republi Denver. The car will teave here on dal party advanced to the altar of DISMISS APPLICATION FOR
tials, after an all night session, pass can party to the enactment of laws the morning of July 5. An additional flowers, the minister preceding, then
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS.
will coming the bride with the matron of
ed upon the last of the contests, clos by congress guaranteeing to the wage charge of $15 for the
Kenneth Keebler's attorney, W. W.
ing the cases covering the entire state earners, the agriculturalists and the be made for this car. Tpe regular fare honor, Mrs. H. L. Gill, then the groom, Gatewood, today secured a dismissal
of Texas. Every case was decided by horticuituraUst, the right to an organ- will be $22. This is conditional upon unattended, and finally the
without prejudice of his application
little Miss Amy Chappell Gill, bear for a writ of habeas corpus, this acthe committee in accordance with the ized effort to end such associations as 24 passengers being stcured. If more
ing the gold band on a heart-shape- d
previous decisions of the national shall be regarded as illegal combination being taken in order that Keeb-Te- r
party
cushion.
The
gntlemen
of
committee, aad in almost every in tions in restraint of trade.
the
might give bond. The bond of
Phones 65 and 44.
215 North Maki
were in black and the rest in pxire $1,500 was made, under which he can
To enactment of a law to prohib
stance seated the delegates Instructed
white, Miss McConnell wearing white be held forty days ( by virtue of the
for Taft. A dissenting report will be it the issuance of injunctions in cases
BROKERS
net over white silk and carrying a United States-Mexic- o
made by a minority of the committee. arising out of labor disputes, when
treaty) pending
through the contests Buch Injunctions would not apply, Maintain a Labor Agency, Bureau of bouquet of white roses and sweet Mexico's effort to secure extradition
Sweeping
Collections, City Real Es
Tf
looking the part of a sweet,
(haoo i nnro t.i a aa
Yin.-- o
from Arkansas, .Florida, Georgia. Ken- where no dispute existed, and in no Information,
tate, Houses bought, sold and rented. peas, bride
in every respect.
June
tucky, Mississippi,
Missouri, . Ohio, case shall an injunction be issued if
it is probable thawene "DjHrfcTition for
He Knows The service was according to the the writ will be rensfwfcjj about July
Tennessee and Texas, the Taft dele there exists a remedy by ordinary Ask
Presbyterian custom, the ring bear- 6. It would have bien impossible for
gates were seated without a oreak. process of law, and which act shall
The contests from other states were provide that in procedure for punish are secured, the price will be reduced. ing an important part in the giving Keebler to have given bond while the
of the promises. All the while the soft habeas corpus proceedings were pendwithdrawn. After the committee ad ment of contempt of court the party
will accomodate delegates and all tones
of "Hearts and Flowers" could ing.
journed Chairman Fullon and Repre cited for contempt shall when such It
going
points
between
from
others
sentative Fassett asserted that the contempt is" not committed in the ac- Portales and Carlsbad and all who in- be heard.
lOtf
RnHsell does Doner work.
After the ceremony the party was
caBes of the "allies were weak in ev tual presence of the court be entitled tend going in
this car should notify served
,
appropriate
ery particular, and could not have to trial by jury.
Trip.
refreshments.
A Great Coaching
Mr. Scott within the next few days.
while the congratulations were being
To enact an amendment extending
The next coaching trip to
been decided otherwise than they
(laugh a tot) ' camp will leave
were. Fullon said he would not draw the present eight hour law to all gov- LOST:
Gold cuff button, with small given and received, and while the cou
up the report of the committee until ernment employees and to all workdiamond in center. Reward. Return ple were receiving their gifts, which Roswell Tuesday,' June 23.
were beautiful to say the least.
3t
Those who took the first trip are
after he had slept. It was not his in- ers, whether employed by contractors . to Record.
Dr. and Mrs. Lipp will make their reporting a delightful time.
doing work for the
tention, he said, to discuss the merits or
nos
i5ye,
DR. PRKSbBi :
ar.
home at the residence of Mr. and
All who are contemplating making
of the report, but jf the necessity federal gvvernment.
md throat. Glasses fitted; 'phone 130. Mrs. M. J. Hartman, on
Kentucky ave this trip should complete arrangeTo the enactment of a law by con
arose for defense of the . committee
nue, where the groom has rooms.
ments by Saturday, June 19. Ten dolhe would take the floor of the con gress, as far as federal jurisdiction MEAT PRICES DUE TO
PANIC AND TARIFF.
The bridehas resided in Roswell lars a week pays transportation and
extends, for a general employers lia
vention.
New York. June 17. Tracing the about eight years aad is known as board on the trip, which lasts for
Fourteen hours time was given by bility act.
present
high price of beef directly to one of its native daughters, having three weeks.
pre
law,
a
the
enactment
of
To
is
the
the credentials committee for the
Dr. Parsons furnishes everything
sentation of contests, but no change extent of federal Jurisdiction grant- the money panic of last October and been a teacher in the public schools
was made in the temporary roil of ing woman suffrage, and for a consti tire operation of the tariff laws, the several sessions and formerly employ- except bedding. . Make arrangements
delegates and alternates. Full approv- tutional amendment for granting abso retail butchers, wholesale dealers and ed in the Roswell post office. She is at Dilley Furniture Company's store
packers of New York yesterday de- a young woman of amiable disposi or call 'phone 249.
91t3
al was given the work of the national lute suffrage of women.
clared they ' could see nothing on
creata
law
of
eight
the
which
"To
entment
committee,
had devoted
days to contests. The hearing of the ing a department of labor separate which to predict lower prices for the
credentials committee began at 2:45 from any existing department with a best grades of meat. Dressed carcasp. m. yesterday, and the committee secretary at its head 'occupying a cab- es brought from half a cent to a cent
a pound more yesterday in New York
s in continuous session until 4:45 inet seat.
than they did Monday, reflecting the
a
law
enactment
for
not
of
Many
a
morning.
the
members
did
"To
this
leave the room during the long ses federal bureau of mines and mining, increase since last week of a cent
sion, and they exhibited marked signs preferably under the proposed depart- and a half in Chicago juices of live
ment of labor, and the appropriation steers, bringing the cost of beef on
of fatigue.
The public will take notice that all contracts hereto,
Mayor : Charles A. Bookwalter, of of sufficient f unds to thoroughly in- the hoof higher than it has been in
'
years.
fore existing; between Bernard Gunsul and the Roswell
Indianapolis, member of the creden vestigate the cause of mine disas- 25
regulations
Electric Light Co., have been cancelled and that he is in no
laws
and
tials committee from Indiana, as he ters, so that
Chicago Cattle Market
way connected with said Company, that he has no authleft the room this morning announc- may be enacted to prevent the terriChicago, June 17. Cattle receipts
ed that --minority report would he ble loss of life and maiming in the 23,000. Prices weak to 10c lower.
ority to make repairs on our wires or connections to the
made. He said that of the cases sub mines.
Beeves, 4.90 8.15; Texans, 4.75 7.25;
same, in any part of the city. All parties having such
mitted by the "alii ea" those involving
To the enactment of a law for the western steers, 4.75&.75; stockers
our consent will
work done or connections made with-ou- t
110 seats had "meritf "But they were establishment of U. S. government and feeders, 2.665.50; cows - and
desiring
trespass.
this class of
Parties
be
held
for
liable
railroaded out of the hall," he said. postal savings banks.
heifers, 2.506.50; calves, 4 .75 6.25
work should figure with the Company direct.
No Reduction
f Representation.
"without examination of the evidence.
not listened The committee on rules had .troubTiebr arraments
Office New Ramon a Building.
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
rhone58
to at a:i, and the Taft men adopted les of its own last BlsO and adjournRoewelL N. M-- , June 17. Temperarules which absolutely excluded the ed until morning with an unsettled
memt ars of the committee fc v j r-- controversy of Importance on hand. ture. Max, 96; min.. 55 ; mean, 76.
Rcsv.'c!l Elcctris
Precipitation, 00; wind, W-- , velociI j the ! -- bate."
This was over the proposition to ret'"'
duce the representation In future na- ty 3 miles;- partly cloudy.
Forecast, Roawell- - and IVcinity: :
l . : a t" a " . .t 1 1 a.U-T.- :t
By L. F. Woodhead,
aertcU tional conventions.
"
Pair tonight and Thursday: station
s tcWe V
t"
v The committee on rules this monring-beare-
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DEMOCRATIC

IN POLITICS.

-

G. K. MASON

--

QIORQK A. PUCKETT.

have ruled as their own property, and
the people as political alaves, nothing
less. The. nomJnatlnoxytn in egue

Roswell and Other Points on the.,

in eastern New Mexico . sounds the
death-- knell of boss rule, for It gives

Pecos Valley Lines

Manager
Editor

BuiIms

an opportunity to declare
in the primaries who they destre to
Basarad If ay 19, 1BOS, at BoanU. If. ML, nudar to Act of Congnmrn of Mama S. 1879 vote for as party candidates.
In these eastern counties, younger
than we are In years. In development
... TERMS OF SUBSCRIPT ON.
6c and in social and political institutions
Daily, Far Week.;
. 0o and conditions, are a good many les.'
Pally. Per Month
6Qo
sons well worthy of our attention, but
Dally. Per Month. (XnAdYanoe)
,...S.OO this clean, above board nominating
Daily, Ona Yar (la Adranoe)
;
system is one of the institutions we
PUBXJSHKD DAILT KXOKPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING OO can well afford to copy, which soon
er or. later we, must, copy if we are
to escape the rule of boss and gang.
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Tn, Chaves, in Eddy, in Roosevelt
and Quay counties, when a citizen
ten minutes. Pact Is that he did not deems . hJs . services of value to his
expect them to and did not try to county and his fellow citizens, he
make himself heard in the distant does not take himself to some petty
parts of the halL He was not talking boss, or petty ring, and there agree
for the benefit of the ten thousand to contribute, heavily from his private
hearers present, but for the twice ten means to the campaign fund as the
million readers of newspapers ail price of a nomination with which the
over the United States, who within rank and file of the party have nothan honr after it was delivered were ing to do. Not at all. He comes out
able to read it in the evening papers In a manly way, goes to the nearest
.

the

peopTo

The mosquitoes and flies will
soon begin their warlike opera-

tions.
You are familiar with the many annoyances and trouble these
little pests give you, and yon
want- to be prepared to battle
them successfully.

Beat reached by direct connections with the A. T. & H. F.!
'i?
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. Be sure your ticket reads :.
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the way.

Via Santa Fe.
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Extraordinary 30 Day Offer

Shelby Receiving Renovation.
The interior of the Shelby hotel is
receiving a complete renovation. Cal
cimine and paint are being applied in
giving the interior of the building a

.

WILLIAM

See Us For

J. BRYAN.

Our full purpose and intent is to please

YOU

Boxes

Commissioner 1st DlsL
N. J. FRITZ
Coaaty Com'r. Second District
-W. M. ATKINSON.

Vor Count

J. T.

Collector. "
;
JAMES SUTHERLAND.
Superintendent of Schools,
- C C HILL.
R--

V.

KENNEY.

If the fairness of Chaves county get
the idea that they cannot hitch their
teams in Roswell, many of them will
o elsewhere to trade.

of all the . larger cities. Oratory ' newspaper office and there places a sheriff, the unfair assessor and the
doesn't count very much in this coun- - small statement in print announcing thieving treasurer possible. It is this
try any more. It merely serves as an that he is a candidate for county old back room system which has burexcuse for leave, to print.
dened our counties with debt, left
treasurer, assessor, sheriff, or what them
without bridges and roads and
may
to,
aspires
ever
and
he
be
INFLUENCE OF AMERIit
prey to predatory politicians,
a
leaves his notice standing nntil the i The announcement system and the
CAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
An Englishman, says the Pathflnd- - day of the primaries. During that primary ballot, already well estab-- :
er, wbo has spent a year in tn's coun- - time nis leiiow citizens nave naa an lished in our progressive eastern
try writes In a home periodical that ' opportunity to size him up, to com- counties, does away
with the back
i
room system. It sounds the. death
knell of the petty boss and the rotten
ring, for it forces the nomination vl
candidates Into the white liht of
fullest publicity, prevents the packed
primary and the "fixed" convention,
and puts the nominating system upon
the basis of the fullest liberty of perEMBALMER
sonal choice.
We of the western counties can not
Residence Phone 195
afford' to continue in the old way
jiruica longer. It will be to our tre
mendous advantage to adopt the new
With ULLERY FURN Go,
and enlightened system at once.
j

;

-

Some people resent the passage of

ordinance as a measure designed to give the automobiles
a monopoly of Main street.

the

antl-hltchin-

g

The wool Industry of eastern New
Mexico, of course, would make a still
better showing if the Republican pan-

ic had not knocked about forty to
fifty per cent off the price.

H. O. BuTsum, of New Mexico, was
given a place on the resolutions committee of the National Republican
convention; and Charles A. Spicss Is
on the credentials committee.
President Roosevelt evidently wishes to have It Impressed as strongly
as. possible on history that he not
only refused to run for a third term,
but had the fight of his life to prevent a
To balance up and round out his
record on the negro Question. Presi-. dent Roosevelt should have selected
a genuine "dark horse" for vice presi
dent. This might have had a tendency
Im
a K1qV Kelt
fn
.

The ratfanal Brewers Association,
in convention In Milwaukee, protests
that politics "has been forced upon
them." This is putting the cart before the horse. The saloon has always
consistently, uniformly and Invariably tried to - dominate politics. Kansas City Times.
When a man once gets a good taste
f Pecos Valley water, experiences
the grand possibilities of Its fertile
soil, enjoys Its healthful and Invigorating climate Its mild winter days
and its pleasant summer nights he
becomes a fixture. He wont leave If
he can possibly make arrangements
to stay.". It la true that some do think
they want to leave, and occasionally
one wanders hack to the old home or
some other place, but nearly all of
thess come back sooner or later, and
are better satis fled than oyer before.
V
Lakewood Progress.
:

t

yesterdajslispatches.
As noted
nobody paid much attention to Senator Barrows speech .after . the first

.
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THE PECOS VALLEY
SETS GOOD EXAMPLE.
From Albuquerque Journal.
Both political parties in the vigorous young counties of eastern New
Mexico have set the. people of the
western part of the Territory a . fine
example of the open and above hoard
American method of nominating ' candidates for local and county offices
winch has long been ra vogue fa Ci
c:.?r-settle-

r

i--

r

From Kansas City.
Last night' 3 train from .the north
was a plug from Amarillo, the Kansas City traffic being stopped by high
water in Kansas. Neither passengers
nor mail from points beyond Amarillo reached Roswell and there was no
sleeping car.
No Trairi

he believes that the schools In the
United States are having more lnflu-- j
in forming the character of the
children than the homes are. "While
the American family life," he writes,
"has a pervasive quality of tender devotion and considerate ccftrtcsy unexcelled in any land, and the moral
standards retain much of the potency of their puritanic origin, the puritanic severity has entirely, disappeared from the family discipline; and
In nearly every home In whloh I have
been, whether of the rich or the poor,
the children were the masters of the
house, believing as a principle that
everything turns npon them, and seeing. In any rare order that might
come to limit their encroachments,
an abuse of power, an arbitrary act.
"And I failed to understand bow
the children grew into .
citizens nntil I left .the home and
went into the school. There I found
them, by a rule which Is impersonal
and Invariable as domestic rule
should be learning obedience, order,
integrity in work, steadiness In spite
of moods, and submission to the
rightful demand npon each Individual of the entire community in order
to secure the harmonious action of
aH. Thus, by a discipline that Is" ethical and Is maintained "during the
formative years,- - the children acquire
the social and civic habits, and are
formed for liberty aot the false liberty allowed In the home, which, if
unchecked In the school would breed
lawlessness and chaos, bat the liberty of work, of service, and of growth.
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If you need a Pumping Plant we want to figure with you. If you want only a piece of garden
hose get our prices. If you want a pump or pipe

New Home for E. W. Mitchell.

contractor, has be
gun the work on a pretty new frame
bungalow cottage of four rooms and
bath for Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mitchell
It will stand at the1 corner of South
Kentucky
avenue and Hendricks
street. The house will be fitted and
famished throughout, with all mod
ern conveniences and will be a decorative figure in southeastern Alame
da Heights.
G. N. Amis, as

Young Peoples' Joint Social.
All the young people's church socie
ties of Roswell, which compose the
newly formed Young People's Union.
held a social at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Rhea last night. A crowd
of 75 or a hundred, practically all
young people, assembled and spent
a most pleasant evening getting bet
ter acquainted and enjoying the social
amusements of the occasion. Appro
priate refreshments were served.

repaired it will pay you to see us.
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How can any cigar

it Over
that sells
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6, 7 or 8 for

a

quarter be worth a nickel?
It can't contain more than 3 to 4 cents' worth
of cigar value.
CONTRACT is the one cigar that must be sold
for 5 cents straight
It's too good too nearly the quality of a

to
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to sell for less.
CONTRACT is the cigar that gives the smoker full value every time. Buy today a

il
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The Heart Of The

Vehicle Question
is

The life of any vehicle depends upon the
STUDEBAKER hubs are so
constructed that they last practically a
They are the strongest hubs made. And not
only is the STUDEBAKER hub strong, but the
is built first for strength, second for
' whole vehicle
in comfort, and third for beauty. Three reasons
m why you should own one.
See them to day.
m strength of the hub.

life-tim-

7M

0

'mm

Hi

e.

ft
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f

new finish. The carpets, rugs, etc, are
being cleaned and the furniture Is being varnished. The place will be as
bright and clean as new when the
present work reaches completion.

seenon .ox we natron,,
cannot be adoptea too ear- j

t Cis

;

Pruit Co.

(SO OPS?

pare tlm'with other members of his
e
party who aspire to the same
Con, and when the primaries are call
ed, they are prepared to go to the
Mrs. D. E. Ritchie, of Oklahoma
primary meeting or to the primary
who was visiting friends here, left
ballot box and say which man they
Jeslre to vote for at the election. This J. H. Moore went to Riverside this this morning for Elida on her way
system does away completely with morning to load cattle.
home.
posl-enc-

:

-:

SOJIP PLY

--

County Surveyor,

:-

YOra

KEMP LU ABER CO.

1

-:

KIOW A BOU1V

Our Prices Are Always Right.

'

OUT H. HERBERT.

Count" Treasurer and'

:-

Sash, Deer & Glass

EVANS.

For Clerk of Probate Court.
F. P. GAYLE.
For County Sheriff,
C L. BALLARD.
For County Assessor,
-

C. FE1NBERG
Opposite. Joyce

with us

Figure

6o

10c
Script, 3 letters
All work of the highest quality.
$5 00
$10 spectacles only
$2.50
$5 spectacles only
Watches and Jewelry at Greatly Keiuced prices. Everything
Guaranteed as represented.

10c

North Main Street

105

We are so well equipped that we Can and Will Do it.

For Probate Jndse.

Small

On

.

O. A. LARRAZOLO.

Ticket

Get Our Prices '

35

PHONE

Standard Apple

For Delegate to Congress.

Chaves Go. Democratic

Watch cleaning only. ..... $1.00
Mainsprings only
$1.00
Balance 8taffs
92 00
Jewels in ordinary watches. $1.00
Engraving fancy Old English and ribbon, large letters, each....
15c
Medium

17
Tot President of United States.

PROTECTION

PECOS VALLEY LUmBER CO.

Amalrilo, Texas

W. J. Lewis and Dick Kelley, of
Clarendon, Tex., are here on cattle
business.

the back room methods so long in
vogue in the counties In this part ef
New Mexico, where a few
bosses gather together and
who shall have offices which
should be in the gift of the people
alone. It is this old, back room system which has made the uneducated
Bchool superintendent, the grafting

GOOD

against their attacks is to have
your doors and windows well
screened.. We have on hand at
all times screen doors, sashes,
etc., and will be pleased to fill
your wants.

cheerfully furnished.

.

Sass

Screen Doors and

.
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B. Curtla and
i
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were"

Roswell today.
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Vina,

-

J. 'f. Rusk, of Bo- visitors in

tmalnes

-
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RSWEKL

Rubber Tires, Rubber Tires.
At T. at. nabe'a blacksmith shop.
-

,;'

FOX SALE.

. Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Johnson left on
the morning train for Elida after spending a few days here and at Dexter.

Russell does

FOR SALE: Brood sows and stock
hogs. Oasis Ranch.
77tf
houaa
FOR SALE: vA good
.' and two lots. Apply 30 N.' Mo. tt .

lOtf

nnrse-anoeln-g.

' TRADING CO.
Coal,
Transfer.
Hay,
Always
best! (VALLEY TRANSFER. All kinds of
Grain.
and
the
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.!
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable ajo Cast. Second St--. Phone 126.
transfer '.work; except . moving
prompt.
4t2S
houses. Telephones, 409 Cattle Ex
ROSWELL TITLE & TRUST C- Ochange, and 455 residence. C J.
ABSTRACTS, real estate and loans.
Hardware Stores.
Tally.
lmo.
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Wkole
Architects.
and retail hardware, pipe,
?; Piano Tuners.
J. M. NELSON & CO, Architects. sal
pumps, gasoline :' engines, fencing.
N. M
Oklahoma Blk.
GOOD TUNERS, like good niSnoa.
:
:
Carry al are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
Enterprise " Hard war Co.
Attorneys; .
complete stock of ''builders hardexpert piano - timer for both. Oppo
D. W. ELLIOTT.
Attorney
and ware, carpenter tools, stoves, rang site P. O., 'phone 85.
counselor in all courts. Ten years
experience in land and Irrigation es and kitchen utensils at live and
let live prices. 322 N. Mala.
Real Estate.
matters. Rooms
Garst Bdg.
INDEPENDENT
HARDWARE CO.
A" la for ABSTRACTS. Roswell
!
Wholesale and retail everything In Title and Trust Company, 309 N.
BOWLING
hardware, tinware, water supply Main, 'Phone 91
Bowling, Box Ball, Billiards, Pool:
Entire equipment regulation.' Priv- goods,- - buggies, wagons, implements
3ILMORE
FLEMING:
Real Es
ate Bowling and Box Ball ' room' for and plumbing.
tate and Live Stock. 314
North
ladies.-GeB. Jewett Prop.
Main.

Abstracts.

deputy sheriff at
Dexter, was here 'today on official
O. F. Calloway,

business.

If yon are a prospector In the Val
ley, we want to meet-yoWe have
some propositions that will Interest
you. Roswell Title St Trust Co.

"

' Miss Bird Eubank- left this morning on her return to Fort Worth af
ter a visit of several days with Mrs.
-

A. D. Matheny.

Notice to- Teachers.
Notice is hereby given to all per
sons who desire to teach in Chaves
county, N. M., that the Normal Institute will commence on Monday, July
13, 1908, at the Central School building. In Roswell, 'under the direction of
Dr. C-- M. Light, of Silver City,; New
Mexico, and continue ten days, 'after
which the examination of applicants
for
teachers certificates will be held
now
makingtrain.
He
Is
stock
his
headquarters at Clovls, but wants to on July 24th and 25th. Attendance on
the Normal is made, obligatory; upon
move to RoswelL
all who wish to teach.
MARK HOWELL.
, Bee Rlrto 4t Museenden for land sur
Superintendent.
veying tad , concrete work. 117 W.
10426
tod St, 'phone 464.
Rev. H. B. Mohler, of DillsbuTg, Pa.,
R. L. Halley, of Carlsbad, traveling a visitor here two days, left last ev
representative of Jaffa, Prager fc Co., ening on a trip south.
was in the city today.
Democratic Convention, Denver.
On July 3rd,. 4th, 5th and 6th, the
New arrivals 'in Wi chert and Gard
ner One Oxfords. (Stine Shoe Co. if Eastern Railway will sell round-tri- p
tickets to Denver from. Roswell staGeorge Allbright and Will Burck, tion at rate of $22.10, via. Amarillo
of Lake Arthur, were business visit- F. W. & D. C. R. R.; $27.85 via Texico
ors here today.
and Albuquerque; $26.95 via Higglns
and A. T. & S. FRy., for the meet
Buttermilk delivered at your house ing of the Democratic National Con
at 15a per gallon. Roswell Creamery vention. Tickets will be good for re
Company.
77tf turn passage not later than July 18,
D. L. MEYERS. '
1908.
'
Joe Vernon returned to Elida this
92tl8
'General Pass. Agt
morning.
John Moles worth, of Clarendon, Tex
Ladies' Tan Oxfords with hand turn is a business visitor In the city, hav
ed soles, at Stine Shoe Co.
. 91tf
ing come to see some of the cattle
men.
Bud
Wilkinson
J. P. White and
went to the Yellow House ranch to$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms.
day.
long time loans, interest payable an
pay off loan
We compile abstracts that wm be nually with privilege to
due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
admitted as evidence In any court In before
opp. P. O.
the Territory. When getting an ab- Agent. 303 N. Main,
stract you should get the best. RosMr. and Mrs. F. S. Crook, of Big
well Title
Trust Co.
Springs, Tex., arrived this morning
spend a few days prospecting. The
W. P. Littlefield
returned to his to
will settle if they Hke the town. '
morning,
after
ranch at Kenna this
spending three weeks with his famMatthews, who was
Mrs. Nannie
ily in Roswell.
here with her son, left today for
Tex., to visit her daughter.
Will D. Babb went to Portales this
morning to spend a few days collectA. D. Baker, formerly Of the firm of
ing some horses which ha will drive
& Elliott, stenographers, has
Baker
through to Roswell.
accepted a position in the office of
the Roswell Trading Co.
-

jlOCALNEwQ
Eye tested free at X B- - Boellner'B
the Jeweler sod Optician.
-

W. T. Ferguson left this morn tax
tor Amarillo od railroad business.

Stine Shoe

Canraa Oxfords.

Oo.

District Attorney I O. Fullen returned this morn rag from Carlsbad.
Bring your old crippled horses to
a first class borse ataoer

Rabb. He has

C. J. Franks Is out again after a
week's Illness.
Comfort
Shoe Co.

at The Stine

Slippers

.

91tf

o
P. Pettlt came np from Dexter this
morning to spend the day.
Russell does carnage work. lOtf
o
J. Strauss was here from Artesla
today looking after business Interests.

feet front on Main street for
Ton can not equal this la the
Trust Co.
city. Roswell TiUe
150
11,000.

came up from
Editor J.
Hagerman this morning to spend the
day. D. Mell

Phone R. B. Jones Tor livery rigs.
u
L. B. Hageman, a conductor on the
New Mexico Eastern, came In this
morning from the south with a fast

4--

4--

-

Shields the Food from Almri

"

Hotels.

Butcher Shops.

a. a. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth
ing but tae best. Quauty our
.

motto.

-

.

of both city and
farm property at good figures to
buyer. Also money to loan. Miss
Nell R. Moore.

A choice selection

Biliiard-Po-

Halls.

ol

POOL.
BOWLING. BILLIARDS,
Brunswick ' Balke Coll. Co. ' equip
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.

"

Department Stores.

PRAGER tt CO. Dry goods,
clothing, groceries aad ranch sup
piles.
JOYCE-PRUIDry ' Goods.
CO.
Clothing, Groceries,' etc The largest supply house In the ' Southwest
Wholesale and Retail.
f AFFA.

T

'

"

.' Drug Stores.

ROSWELL DRUG ' JEWELRY CO
Oldest drug store In RoswelL All

things

e.

for

,.

-

Makin's

drugs,-

nlsh.

Dye

DUNN. We pay more for
goods.
No. 100 N. Main
Phone 69.

HILLS

Works.

Alterations and
repairs. Cleaning and pressing.' J PECOS

K. C. DYE WORKS.

Lumber Yards.

:

109 Main St.
second-han-

;

"

.

1

to settle in this rich and fertile country.

--

.

'

FARM

LANDS

are becoming more in demand because the many good feature) .of
Roswell and Chares County are better known.
We hare yet many excellent properties
7 '
"

For Rent. Sale and
Exchange

in

ana would urge those looking for bargains to lose no tame1 in communicating with us.
sections.

Every day we are disposing of some choice

Special Bargains
160 acres 4 miles from depot, 10 acres orchard, 10 alfalfa, trees for fire wood; small house,! artesian well,
$5,000 or terms.
--

Building 5
Loan Association

i FRED MILLER. Sec'y
316 North Main Street
:

Ladies Hair' Dressing Parlors
A. fan line of the finest "cosmetic &
human hair, also cat hair and
combings made to order
- PHOM 41
206 W. 44 ST.

TAILORS

under-Gove- rSome extra good bargains this week
7?
ment reservoir. The best land in New- Mexico.
$850,
Main
St.
from
blocks
5 acres 2
4 room house, frame, plastered, corner lot, south
front, 2 blocks from Main, $400 cash, balance on long tune.
125 Kali KJa Street
We make abstracts that will be admitted as' evidence
First class dinners 35cts
v- -'
v';
in cuits over title. v:'
12 to 6. Breakfast
from
3
garden,
in
1
1
orchard
8
in
10 ceres,
Supper'
and'
at all' hours
4.
,'
. ;;;
r: rn tz "?, ditch water ri jht$2,5C0.
a la carte.; '., ;vr-j.--!

-

.

in-alfalf- a;

'

During this time in
some way, the report was freely circulated throughout .Roswell that I had
disposed of my business, and in various ways my business was greatly
"'
interfered with.
' Under
these conditions I have done
exactly what ' anyone else would have
done in refusing to consider the matter any further.

explanation.
1 Some time ago I was approached
by one of the stockholders of the
company who said that in order to
increase their service the ; company
had decided to do all wiring, etc., at
actual "cost- - At that time there was
existing an agreement, ' under which
I located in Roswell
originally, between the company and myself, : "by
which all electrical work and supply
business was to be turned over to
me. Many people 'of Roswell know
that this agreement has been disregarded repeatedly.
A short time ago they approached
me --with
that I could
not afford to compete with their rock
bottom prices, and it would be better
to sell my business to them, as they
would give me a gilt edge proposition. I agreed, providing" satisfactory
terms could be made. These are the
terms I was offered.
I was expected to sell . them my
-

CoAwell

.

were- - completed.

,

'

It phould be the
ambition of every MAN to
OWN A HOME.
We place the opportunity
within your reach through
"an KASY, CHEAP & SAFE
business plan, conducted by
business men on business
"principles.

j

'

Editor Roswell Record:
Regarding a notice published in your paper
yesterday by the Roswell Electric
Light Co., the statement was so misleading that I wish to place the following before the public, by way - of

AEN:

1

83t3eod
four- -

"

FOR RENT.
FOR REKT: Twon!ce cool front
rooms with . modem ' conveniences,
719 N. Main St. phono 149. 9Uf
FOR RENT:
Nice house ? keeping
and bed rooms, reasonable. 309 N.
Ky.
92t3
--

w Anted

WANTED:
Work for two big teams.
Apply R. F. Cruse,
WANTED:
Small tent Phone 287

-

three rings.

91t3

WANTED:
Woman to cook, wash
and iron for private family. Phono

'

182.

ltf

-

FOUND
FOUND:
your"
107.

The

right place to have

carpenter wora done,

phoao
CCtf

LOST.
""

On
Saturday,
LOST:
somewhere
on Main street between First 8t
and the court house, a lady's ring
with two small - diamond stones.
t;
Liberal reward for its return to R.
' L. Graves or "Record office. 9U4

1--

"

Own a Home!!

nir

cynnderlArunabout. chain ' drive,
light,'" powerful sl4 speedy. Just
been thoroughly overhauled and la
beet condition.
Extra MIchelln
shoes: and inner ffcbes.f This Is a
bargain for l,6oS. Address Box 220,
J
Carlsbad, N. M.
91t

&

VALLEY ' LUMBER CO.
H. Angell, phone 517-- " 123 W. 2d.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ceSanatorium
ment, paints, varnish and glass.
TENT CITY AND SANA
ROSWELL
Oldest
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Furniture Stores.
Incorporated.
Dr. C. L
TORIUM,
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
FURNITURE
Thd all kinds of building materials and Parsons, Manager.
DILLEY
CO.
swellest- line of furniture in Ros
paint.
welL Iliga quauues and low priceci
Stenographers & Typewriters
KEMP LUMBER CO. Unloading the
& ELLIOTT.:
Public sten
BAKER
second car of glass. These are the
and bookshipped into the Pecos Valley. ographers, typewriters
first
.Grocery Stores.
keepers. Let us do your work, 210
2
Garst Blfj., Rooms 5 and .
WESTERN
GROCERY " CO. The
Commercial Printing
leading grocery storey nothing but
4
Cie best. Tailors.
PRINTING:
While good clothes do
!
WATSON-FINLEGROCERY CO.
not make the man, yet it must be F. A. MUELLER: - Merchant tailor.
Seev us for the most complete line conceded they have great influence
All work guaranted. Also does clean
of staple and fancy groceries and In forming opinion regarding htm. Ing and pressing.' In rear of The
trees fruits and vegetables in the So is it with printing. Neat, tasty Wigwam Cigar Store.
ctt
stationery has a good effect upon
'
Its recipients. Such stationery cat.
Undertakers.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.be secured in Roswell at reasonaSc.
SON. Undertakers. Pri
OILLBY
ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let ble prices at the Record Job Print
vate ambulance,- prompt service.
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal ing Office, 402 N. Main St. Give ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Underand wood, we buy hides, phone SO. us a trial.
takers. 'Phone No. 76 or No. Ill- A Communication.

w

FOR" SALE:

d

.

who 'desires

--

Rochet-Schneid- er

s

DRUG CO. Headquarter L. B.' BOELLNER. Ros
well's basii
wall paper, paints, vai
Jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
painted China, diamonds, etc.

3ANIEL

Mat-agord-

Favorable Location can be found for anyone

,

.

ar

C. H: Boone, of Beardstown, IlL,
who has been visiting here while he
looked ' after improvements" on his
property at Dexter, left this morning
for his home. He was a guest at the
Roswell hotel.

A

Hons and furniture.
FOR SALE:
Will take pact la trade. Call at S01
1U
N. Lea or See T. J. Beak. '
gaaollna
FOR SALE:
engine: Address X C Boys, P. O.
Box 63L
'
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. 160 a-cree land nea ' Hagerman. " Good
house, " surface well, fences, other
Improvements.' Also 20 acres of Im
proved and 9 townf lots adjoining It
In Dayton. Phono 0 or enquire 210
82
West Fourth St..
FOR SALE:' A1 good Durham
mUk-cowcor. Lear and MoGaffey.

,

THE NEW GILKEJS ON :
First class
dining room service. Meals 60c Spe!
clai rates for meal tickets. Free!
sample rooms.' Rooms with private ila.
C WILSON:' Real estate, farms,
bath.- - One block west of Postofflce
ranches, city property. Office 303
N. Main St : Address Box 202 RosNew well, N. M.
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL:
management. A. J. Witteman, Prop.
Biggest and best. Only hotel equip
Ready-to-weApparel. J
ped with- - sample rooms.
THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
wear apparel
We are not Outfitters in ready to
ROSWELL HOTEL.
for men, women and children. Mil
only giving you something good to liaery a"1 Specialty.
eat," bat we fan you while you eat.
Seed Store.
;; .,
.Roswell Seed Co. All kinds of
,v-- c Jewelry Stores.
field and garden seeds. New cata3ARRT - MORRISON. The leading logue now ready, free for asking.
Watches,
and exclusive
Jeweler.
diamonds,- Jewelry, rich out glass
Second Hand Stores.
and hand painted China, Sterling
and plated silverware.
;
-

'

SAWS

91t6.

o.

-

Don't Pay Rent

FOR SALE:
Business lot 14 ft t
in. by 85 feet, Mlas NeU Moore, tit
FOR SALE CHEAP. A runabout bug
gy or road wagon, ill W. Mathews.

FROSWELL

.

stock at actual cost, and also to agree
not to engage in ' electrical work in
competition with their company for
the term of three years.
I asked to have a clause inserted
in the contract giving me employment with the company during the
life of 1L This was refused for the
reason . that it (was Impossible for
them to bind themselves to employ
anyone for that length of time.
Clearly this' meant that fay refusal
to aign the contract I must either ran
the risk of "havlng my throat cut,"
leave Roswell in order to follow a
profession I have spent, years in
learning, or to begin all orer sgain
nd learn another bm.!-w'on renttl for several
The prot
'
:'mt, la 118" mean
s"f r c
)
c
j
. y t ' sevryiag" a
a cccommodatloo
i
cf
-

-

.

s.

7

"

--

i'j

I

-,-

-r

.""'

-

t

'

-

George M. Slaughter returned last
night from Bovina, where he has been
shipping 1,200 cows and calves to
Browning, Mont., where they will be
given by the government to the Indians.
.

Mrs. R. L. Peck left this morning
her return to Eastland, Tex., after a visit with her sister, Mrs.
'electrical work In Ros- Johnson, being called home on ac;
well. I wish to state most emphatical- count of sickness.
ly that I have- no Intention of withdrawing' from my - profession, and ' Charles Sweeney, Ed Foster and
that I can and will do any class of Miss Agnes Foster came up from
electrical 'work' or repairing whleh Lake Arthur this morning on a bu si- the people' of the city give me. Also ness visit.
as long as my work is up to the re
qnirements of the insurance under
Mabel Bailey left this 'mornwriters,-npatron of mine need fear ingMiss
for Tulsa, Okla., to spend the
any fanterf erence with his service. . summer with
her sister, Mrs. G. A.
' There certainly can be no more rePayne,; formerly Miss Nellie Bailey,
straint oa' electrical workers than oo of this city.
grocers or' any other class of business. - In conclusion, I thank you for
Mrs. A. H. Swetland. of Lake Aryour kindness, and wish only' to add
thur,
arrived this morning to spend
IF IT'S ELECTRIC SEE GUNSUL. a
few days with her parents,' Mr. and
"
Respectfully yours,
ad,
Mrs. M. J. Hartman, other ' relatives'
BERNARD GUNSUL.
'.
......
and' friends.

were accompanied

sister,

by Mrs. ' Knowles

C F.' Timm,

of- - iTerrTf.

county, Texas, who is visiting in the
valley.
Dr. C H Lukens left this moaning
for. Albuquerque, taking with him, a
three "weeks' old baby for'; which he
will find a home.
M. D. Burns, agent for the , New
Mexico Eastern, left this Ijornlng for
Fond du Lac, Wis., to Join his wifo
who has heen visiting there" several
weeks. The-- will return In about a

fortnight

- Palmer-- retnmed ' thia mom-tafrom Artesla, where he had bees
on business as manager of the Excell
Nursery, locate! at ArtecU.
N.- - A.-

g

,

J. B. Newcomb, merchant at Niobe,
east of Kenna, and the following par-tcame down from that place last
night to nttend Justice court: J. D.
Rush, wife and sen, J. W. Armstrong
y

and Mrs. H. Y. Custer.
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Record Want Aaa. Get Results.
Mrs. F. C. Knowles and son, of Artesla, were here shopping today. Thdy

Dr. Howard
Crutcher has rented
bungathe 'smaller of ' the Atkinson
lows on North Hill, and Dr. C. M.
Rath bun has the larger. Both families
are'' now installed In their new homes.
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of coal put in now will make
you more money than the

biggest interest. This is the
cheap
for
and lay inicoal supplies.
time-tor-contr- act
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There is no need of anyone sufier-in- g
long with this disrasp, for to
enect a quick cure it ia only in imm
mazy to take a few doaea of
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sofficiest. It never fsfls and can be
rted open fal th Uott mra anaf
'dangerous cases. ' It ia equally waivable for children and is the means
of saving the lives of many chfldraa
each vcax.
T In the world's Woryoo medicine
has ever met with greaser aiirnaa,
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Ocf Coal '.Yard
is chock full of coal that will
gladden your heart and
warm the house when it's
cold. We want your order
and would like it now.' We
sell cheap, quality consider-ed,an- d
want your patronage
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This illustration shows the
back view of the

Suffolk

Sack Suit
a swell rut.
we will show

Come in and
you the front

view.

$18 to $30

II
Copyright

The new shapes in
Straw Hats, $1.25 to $5

1908

Chicago

REAEiBER:

OUR GUARANTEE
ALWAYS GOES

flOSWELL, N.M.

SPEECH OF SEN. LODGE
PERMANENT CHAIRMAN
fullness and with eloquence, your tern

Gentlemen of tie
I thank you sincerely for the great porary chairman has already reviewhonor you have done me in choosing ed the hl9tory of the party, has given
me to preside over your deliberations you account of what has 'been done,
For it is a great honor'to be the
and ha3 set forth what we hope and
officer of the Republican Na- mean to do. My duty is merely to aid
tional Convention. I can conceive of you, so far as I can, in the orderly
Conventions I have indeed heard of and prompt transaction of the busiConventions where the honor of such ness which has brought us together.
a post as that now occupied by me, is That business is momentous nothing
dubious, and where, if excitement is less than to name here the two men
present, pleasure is conspicuous by its who, speaking with the simplicity of
absence. But to be the presiding of- truth, will be the next President and
ficer of a Republican Convention is Vice President of the United States.
ever a high distinction to which no In order to win for them, and for our
man can be insensible. Gentlemen of party, an assured as well as a merited
the Convention, again I thank you.
victory, we must defeat our opponI shall not delay or detain you with ents, whose exclusion from power
many words. Tour resolutions will Is desired by the country and deset forth the principles of the party served by them.
and declare the policies upon which
No political party in modern times
we shall ask for the support of. the can show such a record of achievepeople of the United States. With ment during the past fifty years as
Upon that
the Republican party.
record we can stand and challenge all
comers to the lists. But It Is well
to remember that the test we have to
meet is much less severe. This Is a
comparative world. "We do not go
forth to contest the great prize with
an ideal party, which we sometimes
see beautifully depicted by persons of
superiority and chronic
discontent. The glittering abstraction
which they present never existed yet
bn sea or hind. It gleams upon us In
rvrlnters' ink but it has neither sub:

pro-sidin-

.

--

stance nor organisation nor candidates, for organizations and candidates must be taken from the ranks
of men and cannot be the floating
Dont B3 In Too Great a Hurry phantoms of an uneasy dream. The
American people must choose next
November between us and the Democratic party. With the Democratic
party,
and with that alone, must the
by'
cigars
Imported
their
to Judge oar
comparison
made. We differ from
U
prlo. Thev couldn't be any better that party inbe some
Important particwe charged twice aa much for them
IU the tobacco and workmanship ulars. We. both. It Is true, have a
past and a history but we treat those
that make a good cigor.
..

They
very differently.
possessions
wish to keep their past a very profound secret. We seek by all means
to publish ours to the world. If we

.The Tobacco In our Chas. the
Great Cigars.

the best long Havanna filler grown
How well the cigars are made you
tell at the first puff. How excellent
the tobaoco in them is, yoa will
Is

c--

more and more as yoa

on

shlb-oleth-

.

UNDERWEAR all the new
styles and weaves.
50c to $2.50 per garment

Tba Home of Kiappenhomw

Convention

call the cries which nave sounded
from the . lips of these two parties
during the last bait century. On the
one side "Slavery; secession; repudiation of the public debt; fiat money;
free trade; free silver; the overthrow
of the courts and government ownership."
On the Republican side "Free soli;
free men; the Union; the payment
of the debt; toonest money; protection
to American Industry; the gold industry; the maintenance of law, of
order and the government regulation
s
of great corporations." The old
of the Democrats are today the
epitaphs of policies which are dead
and damned. They serve onry to
remind us of our dangers escaped or
to warn us of perils to be shunned.
The. battle cries of the Republicans
have been the watchwords of great
causes. They tell of victories won
and triumphs tasted they are embodied In the laws and mark the steplng
stones by which the republic has risen to ever greater heights of power
and prosperity.
As we thus ' call up the past and
the echoes of these old conflicts again
sound In our ears and touch the
chords of memory, one great fact
stands forth, clear and shining. The
Republican party has never failed ex
cept when It has faltered. Our long
career of victory, so rarely broken,
has been due to our meeting boldly
each question as it arose, to our facing every danger, as It crossed our
path, with entire courage, fearlessness of consequences and determined
only to be true to the principles that
brought the party Into existence and
to the spirit which has inspired it
from its birth.
We faced secession rather than assent to the extension of slavery. Ra
ther than submit to secession we took
up the dread burden of civil war.
But a few years ago we permitted
thousands of Republicans to leave
us, thereby Imperilling our political
power rather than abandon the gold
standard and plunge the country Into
disaster and dishonor.
In these latest years, as In the
most remote, we have been true to
our traditions. In the process of development
reached
a point was
where the country was faced by a sit
uation more perilous than any it has
ever faced except In the Civil War
and we Republicans were, therefore,
obliged to deal with problems of the
most complex and difficult character.
To our honor, be it said, we have
not Bhunk from the task. Much has
been done much, no doubt, still remains to do but the great underlying
principles have been established and
;ipon them we can build, as necessity
arises, carefully and deliberately.
I have spoken of the seriousness of
the situation with which the country
was confronted. Its gravity can hardly be
It grew out of

-
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The Wigwam

refer to their history they charge ns
We regard ours,
with calumny.
truthful and tra distorted, as our greatest glory. To the youth of the coun
try they say "Judge us solely byj
we say
tItt unuiscoverea lui'jre.
"Read our record. Judge us by our
iast end our present and from these,
learn what we are what we have
been and what we mean to be." Re

tunes, the vast extent
of
modern combinations of capital, made
possible by our present conditions,
which have brought upon us, in these
later years, problems portentous in
their possibilities, end threatening,
not only our social and political welfare, but even our. personal freedom,
U they are not boldly met and wisely
end-pow-

er

v

solved.

The great body of the American
people, neither : very rich nor very
poor, the honest, the thrifty, the hard
working, the men and women who
earn and eave, have no base envy
no fanatic hatred of wealth, whether
Individual or corporate, if it has been
honestly gained and is wisely and
generously employed with a sense of
responsibility to the .public. But this
great body of our people, by habit and
by instinct alike, wisely conservative,
these people, who are the bone and
sinew of our country and upon whom
Its fortunes and its safety rest, began
to observe with deep alarm, the recent manifestations of the new economic conditions. More and more they
cameto believe that these vast fortunes and these huge combinations of
capital were formed and built up by
tortuous and dishonest means and
through a cynical disregard of the
very laws which the mass of the people were compelled to obey.' They be
gan to fear that political power was
being reft from their 'hands and put
into possession of the money holders
that their dearest rights were In danger, that their hopes of success and
advancement were cut off by business
systems which they could not understand but by which the ' individual
was sacrificed and held down.
To those who looked beneath the
surface an ominous unrest was apparent. The violent counsels of violent
men, who aimed at the destruction of
property and the overthrow of law,
began to be heard and harkened to.
The great, order loving, Industrious
masses of the American people turned away from these advocates of violence, but at the same time, demanded that the Government should give
them. In lawful, and reasonable ways,
the protection to which they were entitled, against the dangers they Justly
apprehended.
The great duty of fulfilling these
righteous demands, like all the great
public services of the last half century, was imposed upon the Republican party and. they have not flinched
from the burden. Under the lead of
the President, .the Republican party

has grappled with the- - new problems,
born of the new. conditions.
It has
been "no light task. Dangerous extremes threatened-oeither hand. .On
the one side were the radicals of reaction,, who resisted ' any change at
all; on the other side were the radicals of destruction who wished to
change everything. These two forms
of radicalism are as far apart at .the
outset as the pales, but, when carried
out, they lead alike to revolution. Between these two extremes the Republican President and the Republican
Congress were compelled to steer and
while they advanced steadily, soberly
and effectively, they were .obliged to
.repel the radical assaults on either
hand.
Vet, notwithstanding all these dif
ficulties, much has been accomplish
ed. The response of the people to
the policies urged by the President
has been so emphatic that it has
been made clear, once for all, that
the Government o the United States
is never to be dominated by money
and financial interests, and that the
political party which permits itself
to be ruled by them Is thereby doomed to defeat.
The policy of the Republican party,
in dealing with these new and formidable questions which have .taken con- Crete form in enormous combinations
of capital and in great public service
corporations, has been formulated and
determined.
That policy is to use
government .regulation and supervis
ion for the control of corporations
and combinations so that these great
and necessary instruments of com
merce and business may be preserved
as useful servants and not destroyed
because they have threatened to be
come dangerous masters.
This policy is the absolute opposite
of government ownership and all like
measures, advocated by our oppon
ents, which tend directly to Social
Ism and to
Its attendant miseries
and evils.
It is In puisuance of this policy,
shaped and settled, during the past
few years, that old laws have been en
forced and new ones enacted.
Nothing is more destructive to the
respect for law the chief bulwark of
civilized society than to place laws
upon the statute book in order to
still public clamor and satisfy the people, but which it is never intended to
enforce. The worst laws imaginable
are those which are allowed to rust,
unused, because, if enforced,
they
might Interefere with vested abuses
or curb the rich and powerful.
The President has enforced the
laws as he found them on the statute
book. For this performance of his
sworn duty, he has been bitterly attacked. It was to be expected. Vested abuses and profitable wrongs cry
-

oat loudly when their entrenchments
are carried, and some one is sure to
be hurt when the bayonets of the law
are pushed home. In the great American Electorate .money has few
votes but ., it can command many
voices and cause many birds to sing.
The result is that the President Is
the best" abused and the most popular
man in the United States today. He
has been more abused than any president except Washington, Lincoln and
Grant.
He possesses the love and
confidence of the American people to
a degree never equalled except by
Lincoln and Washington.
May it not
be said, in sober truth, that the fearless performance of duty is not without its exceeding great reward?
But the work has not ceased with
the enforcement of existing laws. A
.Republican Congress and a Republican President have placed new laws
upon the statute books, designed to
carry out the Republican policy of
"

,

government regulation in a safe, reasonable and effective manner.
The
Klkins law, aimed at preferential rebates, which have been the curse of
our transportation and our business;
the Railroad Rate law, which made
the supervision of railroads more effective, and the Pure Food law, which
has been In the highest degree, ben-Sceto the masses of our people,
are all monuments of the policy and
the labors of the Republican Party.
The President, who has lead his
party and the people in this great work
retires, by his own determination,
from hl3 high office on the fourth of
March next. His refusal of a renom-inatlodictated by the loftiest motives and by a noble loyalty to American traditions, is final and irrevocable. Any one, who attempts to use
his name as a candidate for the presidency. Impugns both 'his sincerity
and his good faith, two of the President's greatest and most conspicuous qualities, upon which no shadow
has been cast. That man Is no
friend to Theodore Roosevelt and
does not cherish his name and fame,
who now, from any motive, seeks to
urge him as a candidate for the great
office which he has finally declined.
The President has refused what his
countrymen would gladly give him;
he says what he means and means
what he says, and his party and his
country will respect his wishes as
they honor this high character and
great public service.
But, although the President retires,
he leaves his policies behind him. To
those policies the Republican Party
stands pledged. We must carry out
as we have begun, regardless alike of
the radicals of reaction and the radicals of revolution.
We must ihold
fast .to that which is good while we
make the advances which the times

demand.
We ask for the confidence and support of the American people because
we have met the problems of the ay
and have tried patiently to solve tam
We appeal for votes and for the pow-k- .
er they confer because we uphold the
President's policies and shall continue to sustain them. We make our
appeal with confidence because we
have a well defined policy and are not
like our opponents, fumbling in the
dark to find some opinion on something.
We 'believe in the maintenance of
law and order and im the support of
the courts in all their rights and dignity. We believe In equal rights for
all men and are opposed to special
privileges for any man, or any class
of men. high or low. rich or poor. We,
who established the gold .standard,
are pledged to the cause of sound finance. We stand for protection ta
laAmerican Industry and
bor, and we will resist all the assault
of free trade under whatever name
We will ee to
It comes disguised.
the defence of the country. We mean
3 have a navy worthy of the American name. We seek peace and
friendship with all the Nations but
alliance with none. Yet. we have
of being a "Hermit Nation."
The great services of the President
to the World's peace will be continued
by the party which he has led. We
are a party fit to rule and govern
to legislate and administer, and not
a fortuitous collection pf atoms wh se
only form of thought or motion Is to
oppose. Above all. we are true to
our traditions and to our past: True
now, as we were In the days of Lincoln.
In this snirit we must prevail by
this sign we must conquer.

"Fear never but you thall be consistent in whatever variety of actions,
so that each be honest and natural
In their hour. For of one will, the
actions will be harmonious, however
unlike they seem. These varieties are
lost sight of when seen at a little distance, at a little height of thought.
One tendency unites them all. The
voyage of the best ship Is a zlzas
line of a hundred tacks. This is only
microscopic criticism.
See the line
from a sufficient distance, and it
straightens Itself to the average tendency. Your genuine action will explain Itself and will explain your o;b
er genuine actions. Your, conformity
explains nothing. Act singly, and wh:i
you have already done
singly, will
justify you now. Ralph Waldo Em
erson.
Russell builds Ofw wnsrm
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Boellner, the Jeweler, has It cheaper

over-estimate- d.

conditions and was the .result of
forces beyond the control of men.
Science and Invention, the two great

factors In this situation, have not only altered radically, human environment and our relations to nature, but,
In their application, they have revolu
tionized economic conditions.
These
changed economic conditions have,
in turn, affected profoundly society
and politics. They have led, among
other things, to combinations of labor
and capital on a scale and with a
power never before witnessed. They
have opened the way to accumulations
df wealth In masses beyonds the
dreams of avarice and never before
contemplated

by man.
The social and political problems
thus created, are wholly new. It is
a fallacy to,suppose that because .the
elements are old the problem itself
must, therefore, differ only In degree
from, those which have gone before.
The elements may be old but the
problem presented by a change In the
proportion of the elements may be,
and. In this case is, entirely new.
Great individual fortunes and rich
men are, it Is true, as old as recorded
history. Nearly two thousand years
ago the tax farmers of Rome formed
a "Trust" for their own profit and
protection; the English people, three
centuries ago, revolted against the
patents and monopolies granted by
Elizabeth and Jame3 to their courtiers and monopolists, forestallers and
speculate in the necessities of life
were a curse In our revolution and
bitterly denounced, by Washington.
Yet, it is none the less true that the
same things- today present questions
different in kind as well as in degree
from their predecessors.
It Is the huge size of private for
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The Ice Man
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Gas Go's.

Delivery men always receive a
cordial welcome, fox. every one
knows that they are bringing
cool solid purity to temper the
rammer heat and help make life
worth the living. Every householder knows that the Joswell
Gas Company's Ice is absolutely
pure as it is ma le from distilled
water find contains no solid
matter gathered from the earths
drainage. Do you buy Roswell
Gas Company's pure Ice, or just
any kind cf old ice?
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will make a reduction of $2.50 to
$5.00 on Y. P. Lumber also $1.00
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This is our second cut in prices
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since January 1st.
We always give our customers the
benefit of ALL MARKET REDUCTIONS.
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In order to increase our cash sales we have arranged with the Chicago Trading Stamp Company
to handle their stamps. They will furnish Free. to our customers handsome presents, Silver, Cut
Glass, Clocks, Chinaware and Furniture. With every 10c cash sale we will give one stamp, to
be pasted in your book which you can get at our store free. For a short time we will give a
for your purchase.
certificate equal-t- M4y(5Q)ste
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